
Annex II  

[see Part D, paragraph (i)] 

Reporting of Forex Turnover Data - FTD and GPB 

The guidelines and formats for preparation of the FTD and GPB reports are given 

below. AD Category-I banks may ensure that the reports are properly compiled on 

the basis of these guidelines: The data for a particular date has to reach us by the 

close of business of the following working day. 

FTD 

1. SPOT - Cash and tom transactions are to be included under ‘Spot’ transactions.  

2. SWAP - Only foreign exchange swaps between authorised dealers category-I 

should be reported under swap transactions. Long term swaps (both cross 

currency and foreign currency-Rupee swaps) should not be included in this report. 

Swap transactions should be reported only once and should not be included under 

either the ‘spot’ or ‘forward’ transactions. Buy/Sell swaps should be included in the 

‘Purchase’ side under ‘Swaps’ while Sell/buy swaps should figure on the ‘Sale’ 

side.  

3. Cancellation of forwards - The amount required to be reported under 

cancellation of forward contracts against purchases from merchants should be the 

aggregate of cancelled forward merchant sale contracts by authorised dealers 

category-I (adding to the supply in the market). On the sale side of cancelled 

forward contracts, aggregate of the cancelled forward purchase contracts should 

be indicated (adding to the demand in the market). 

4 ‘FCY/FCY’ transactions - Both the legs of the transactions should be reported in 

the respective columns. For example in a EUR/USD purchase contract, the EUR 

amount should be included in the purchase side while the USD amount should be 

included in the sale side. 
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5. Transactions with RBI should be included in inter-bank transactions. 

Transactions with financial institutions other than banks authorised to deal in 

foreign exchange should be included under merchant transactions.  

GPB 

1. Foreign Currency Balances - Cash balances and investments in all foreign 

currencies should be converted into US dollars and reported under this head.  

2. Net open exchange position- This should indicate the overall overnight net open 

exchange position of the authorised dealer category-I in Rs. Crore. The net 

overnight open position should be calculated on the basis of the instructions given 

in Annex I. 

3. Of the above FCY/INR- The amount to be reported is the position against the 

Rupee- i.e. the net overnight open exchange position less cross currency position, 

if any. 

Formats of FTD and GPB Statements 

FTD 

Statement showing daily turnover of foreign exchange dated……… 

      Merchant  Inter bank  
      Spot, Cash, 

Ready, T.T. etc. 
Forwards Cancellation of 

Forwards  
Spot Swap Forwards 

FCY/INR  Purchase 
from  

                  

    Sales to                   
FCY/FCY Purchase 

from  
                  

   Sales to                  
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GPB 

Statement showing gaps, position and cash balances as on………..  

Foreign Currency Balances 

(Cash Balance + All Investments)

: 

  

IN USD MILLION 

  
Net Open Exchange Position 
(Rs.) 

: O/B (+)/O/S (-) IN INR CRORE 

Of the above FCY/INR : IN INR CRORE 
AGL maintained (In USD mio) : VaR maintained(In INR): 

FOREIGN CURRENCY MATURITY MISMATCH (IN USD MILLION) 

 I month  II months  III months  IV months  V months  VI months >VI months
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